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ABSTRACT

1

HCI scholars have become increasingly interested in describing the complex nature of UX practice. In parallel, HCI and
STS scholars have sought to describe the ethical and valueladen relationship between designers and design outcomes.
However, little research describes the ethical engagement of
UX practitioners as a form of design complexity, including
the multiple mediating factors that impact ethical awareness
and decision-making. In this paper, we use a practice-led
approach to describe ethical complexity, presenting three
varied cases of UX practitioners based on in situ observations
and interviews. In each case, we describe salient factors relating to ethical mediation, including organizational practices,
self-driven ethical principles, and unique characteristics of
specific projects the practitioner is engaged in. Using the
concept of mediation from activity theory, we provide a rich
account of practitioners’ ethical decision making. We propose future work on ethical awareness and design education
based on the concept of ethical mediation.

HCI scholars have become increasingly interested in describing the complex nature of UX practice, influenced by a “turn
to design” in the 1990s [28] and a “turn to practice” in the
2010s [29]. As part of these “turns”—in conjunction with
third-paradigm assumptions about the nature of HCI practice [24]—attention has turned from a focus primarily on
theory-building to an understanding of the subjective-yetprofessional knowledge that designers rely upon to support
their practice [46]. In parallel with this increased interest
in studying design practice on its own terms, HCI and STS
scholars have also sought to describe the ethical and valueladen relationship between designers and design outcomes
(e.g., [1, 18, 41, 43]), and the role of design knowledge in
informing ethically-centered practice [20, 49].
However, despite decades of interest by design and technology scholars regarding the importance of engaging in
ethical practice (e.g., [1, 13, 18, 33, 38, 39]), little research
describes the ethical engagement of design practitioners on
the ground and on its own terms. Practice-led research efforts,
exemplified by the work of Goodman et al. [19], Zhang &
Wakkary [53], and others have revealed aspects of the complexity that define design practice [46], but the pragmatic
and situational role of ethics is still underdetermined and
undertheorized in the design and HCI literature. In particular, we position ethics as an important mediator of design
complexity, representing the tradeoffs inherent in the social,
organizational, technological, and personal milieu of the designer, subsuming the multiple mediating factors that impact
or shape ethical awareness and decision-making.
In this study, we provide a practice-led, in situ account of
UX designers’ practices from an ethics perspective, increasing knowledge about how practitioners engage in “everyday
ethics” as an important component of their work. Through
a set of three diverse cases, we describe the everyday work
practices of UX designers, shaped by multiple mediating
factors that constrain, shape, or direct the ethical impact of
design decisions. Through a discussion of these mediators,
we build the groundwork for an ecology of pragmatist ethics
in UX design practice.
The contributions of this paper are two-fold: First, we document cases that describe the emergence or suppression of
ethical decision making in UX practice, detailing the interactions and positionality of the designer within each case. This
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INTRODUCTION
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provides new knowledge about how ethical awareness and
decision-making emerge without guiding methods or frameworks. Second, we describe ethical decision-making through
the lens of mediation, identifying how organizational, personal, and ethical frameworks impact design practices. This
provides further guidance in exploring the role of pragmatist
ethics in managing design complexity.
2

RELATED WORK

Ethics in all disciplines
Over the past decade, there has been increased awareness of
the importance of ethics in design and technology education
(e.g., [13, 18, 20, 26, 32, 47]). However, this awareness has not
generally led to increased ability on the part of practitioners
to work or act in an ethically-aware manner, despite numerous existing methods and frameworks. In parallel with this
interest in the ethics of design practices, the HCI community
has worked to engage more fully in the ethics of researchers
and research practices (e.g., [7, 34, 51]). Many of these efforts
to describe ethical practices in a range of research and design
contexts rely upon common framings of ethics from philosophy, including perspectives such as consequentialist, duty,
virtue, and care (e.g., [2, 20, 48]). We do not explicitly use any
of these perspectives a priori in grounding this study, and
instead seek to identify and describe ethical considerations
described by practitioners on their own terms.
In HCI and design education, calls for attention to the
role of values and ethics have been continuous [10, 18, 33],
yet has largely been left unaddressed in formal educational
practice, particularly as compared to more scientific disciplines such as science [49] and engineering [38, 47]. With
the importance of ethics in practice now well established
(e.g., [1, 17, 37]), it is vital that we describe the relationships
among actors, organizations, and societal responsibility in
robust ways. Prior work has largely identified frameworks
for interacting with ethics and values (e.g., value-sensitive
design [4, 16, 30], values at play [14]). However, these frameworks have not substantively impacted the mainstream of
UX practice, because HCI and UX practitioners often engage
in their work and with the world in general from a predominantly pragmatic ethical perspective, which does not account
for the use of structured methods or frameworks. In addition, there is also a conflict between ethical standpoint, with
some fields such as engineering and education operating
primarily from a consequentialist perspective (e.g., [31, 38]),
while other scholars have recognized the limitations of this
perspective in a design context (e.g., [8, 20]), where the main
goal it to produce intentional change. Other perspectives
on ethical engagement, such as Shilton’s “value levers” [41]
provides a designer-centric means of exploring and acting
upon emergent ethical concerns, placing the emphasis more
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closely on the designer and her agency rather than on a
specific methodology for design engagement.
Despite the increasing expectations for professionals to be
strongly aware of the ethical roles they play through practice, driven by the ubiquity of technologies in worldwide-use
and increase in goods being used in differing global contexts,
there is little in situ research that provides a rich account of
how ethics and values are addressed in professional design
practice. There are rare examples of this type of in situ research, primarily in the STS literature. Shilton [42] identified
the emergence of values in infrastructure design, using reflection on values as a means of engaging technologists in
the ethical dimensions of their praxis. Steen [45] analyzed
ICT application development practices through the lens of
pragmatist ethics, identifying locations within the “black
box” of design where ethical concerns can be addressed in a
reflexive manner. Finally, van Wynesberghe and Robbins [49]
proposed a heightened role for ethicists in supporting scientific work—the “ethicist as designer”—leading to a method
for uncovering, scrutinizing, and translating values through
the design process. Verbeek [50] also provides philosophical
insight into the ethical dimensions of technological artifacts,
describing the concept of technological mediation, whereby
designed artifacts and society interact in ways that inherently
involve ethical considerations. This post-phenomenological
understanding of ethical interaction is foundational to our
own investigation of ethics in a practice-led framing.
In this study, we seek to provide an account of ethical
considerations in UX practice, building upon these previous
empirical and philosophical efforts to more fully describe
the rich contexts in which ethical concerns emerge and reflexively shape design processes.
Turn to Practice
We situate our work as part of a larger “turn to practice”
in HCI scholarship [28, 29], attending to not only the epistemological commitments of design in its third paradigm
[11], but also the need to bridge practitioner and researcher
knowledge through dissemination pathways [22]. Our goal
is to reveal and describe contextual and situated factors that
contribute to design complexity [46], particularly focusing
on the role that designers play in foregrounding and addressing ethical concerns. Prior work in a practice-led framing
inform the present study. In particular, we build upon the
work of Goodman [19] and Zhang and Wakkary [53] in describing the complex landscape of practice that is shaped
by organizational factors and personal expertise. We also
recognize that designers, broadly speaking, have the capacity to engage in substantive conversations around ethical
concerns, using concepts such as dark patterns in discussions
on social media [6, 12]. Finally, we draw on the work of Gray,
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Gross, and Toombs [23] in recognizing that design competence and performance are not static, but rather exist in a
dynamic interplay of foregrounded and explicit awareness
by individual and organizational actors. In the present study,
we blend these insights to describe more fully how UX practitioners engage in the design complexity of their work, and
motivate this work through ethical or value-related commitments that shape—and are shaped by—organizational and
personal factors.
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To support the generation of information-rich cases, we
conducted an observational study with three expert UX practitioners in a range of different work contexts. All research
activities were approved by our institutional IRB, and all
direct and indirect participants in our observations were
consented. Each participant is referred to by a pseudonym,
and elements of the work context are anonymized to protect
the participants and their organization.
Participants

Activity Theory and Mediation
In this paper, we build upon prior work on activity theory in
general (e.g., [3, 25, 35, 36]), and particularly on the notion of
mediation. As Nardi [36] states: “activity theory proposes a
strong notion of mediation—all human experience is shaped
by the tools and sign systems we use.” Activity theory more
broadly contends that we cannot view actors or technological
artifacts in isolation, but rather we must always understand
interactions as simultaneously involving mediating actions
from multiple sources that shape, constrain, or extend action
possibilities.
In this paper, we also draw on the work of Kou and Nardi
[27], who describe the value of using the language of complex
mediation to analyze patterns of interaction over time that
involve both human and technological actors. While we use
the concept of mediation in a relatively imprecise way in
our analysis of practitioner interactions with ethics without
fully exploring the semiotic dimensions that are implied
by the engagement of practitioners with particular design
artifacts or disciplinary codes of ethics, we anticipate that
future work might sharpen this language further, making
it a more useful tool for evaluating the design complexity
of these interactions, and the system-level mediators that
shape immediate design decisions, and the momentum of
these decisions over time.
3

OUR APPROACH

In this study, we sought to identify and describe the ethical
principles and related values that UX practitioners relied
upon “on the ground.” To achieve this goal, we collected
data through an on-site observational study and follow-up
interviews with UX designers working in an industry context.
We approached this study as case study research as it aided
us in building deep insights about the complex phenomena
we observed and analyzed in each organizational context
[15, 44, 52]. We used a multiple case study approach [52],
with each participant–organization pair serving as the case
unit, viewing each case study holistically. The primary goal
of case study research such as this is not generalizability,
although the rich detail obtained through each case can be
expected to lead to insights or hypotheses that may guide
future research.

The details of the participants at the focus of each case study
are presented in Table 1. We identified multiple participants
through a snowball sample [40] beginning from our personal
and professional networks. In identifying and qualifying participants, we used a purposeful sampling approach [40] to
identify a range of cases from different geographic locations,
industries, organization types, role in the industry, and educational backgrounds. Three diverse cases were chosen based
on multiple case study best practices [52] and the resource
limitations of the researchers. Participants that were not chosen for this case sample were enrolled in an related expert
interview study. The participants in the three cases range in
experience from six to eleven years, and currently working
in a range of industry types spanning enterprise, agency
(in house), and agency (remote). All participants brought
different sets of work and educational experiences, and each
played a different role in their team, ranging from consultant
to manager to partner.
Data Collection
The data for building the case studies was collected through
observations and follow-up interviews with the three participants at the center of each case study.
Observations. Each participant was observed in their natural setting at their work spaces by two researchers. We
consented the target participant, employer and any indirect
participants prior to the start of data collection for all these
research activities as approved by our institutional IRB. Each
participant was observed for 7-10 hours across two or three
different sessions. This number of hours increased the likelihood that we would be able to collect varied experiences and
activities in the workplace based on work from prior studies
of in situ design activity (e.g., [21]), while also helping to
mitigate any validity risks of observing the participant (i.e.,
Hawthorne Effect).
During each observation, handwritten field notes were
produced by two researchers, constituting the primary data
collection method. Prior to engaging in the observations,
each researcher was trained through at least two scaffolding observations, increasing the ability of the researcher to
reliably capture complex work practices, speech acts, and
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Name (Years of
Experience)
John (6)
James (11)
Martha (9)
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Education

Industry Type

Role

MS in
Interdisciplinary ESE,
PhD (current)
MS in Interaction
Design
BS in Computational
Media

Agency or
Consultancy

Business Strategist
and Interaction
Designer
Design Lead/Manager

Agency or
Consultancy
Network Enterprise
for Customer
Experience

User Experience
Designer

Observation &
Interview Details
7 hours in 2 sessions +
60 mins of Interview
10 hours in 3 sessions
+ 90 mins of Interview
9.5 hours in 3 sessions
+ 90 mins of Interview

Table 1: Participant demographics and data collection details.

paralinguistics, as identified in [9]. The handwritten notes
consisted of site maps, time stamps, interactions between
individuals surrounding the participants, specific speech acts
by individuals regarding design decisions, and researcher
notes/memos. After each observation was completed, the
field notes were collaboratively converted into digital narratives to combine the notes and observations of both the
researchers to constitute a “thick” record [9].
Follow-up Interviews. After the final observation, researchers
conducted a 60-90 min follow-up interview with the participant. This interview was intended to clarify researcher notes
from the observations and broadly document the perceptions
of the participants regarding the role of ethics and values
in their design work. These debrief interviews focused on
stimulated recall of projects and primary decisions, including follow-up questions regarding the rationale for these
decisions, prior experiences that guided these decisions, and
other relevant actors or environmental cues that appeared to
be salient in the observation. After the conclusion of these
observation-focused questions, we also engaged the participant in a discussion of “dark patterns” and other ethical
considerations in UX, which included solicitation of questions regarding user/stakeholder balance, and whether the
participant had been asked to make design decisions that
made them uncomfortable. We concluded with an open question asking how they assessed the ethical implications of
their design decisions, with no definition of ethics or other
conceptual framing provided. We did not provide a definition of ethics, values, or other framing concepts to our
participants before the observations or during the interview
debrief. These interviews were audio recorded with the consent of the participants. The recordings were transcribed and
cleaned, and were used in conjunction with the thick record
to facilitate data analysis.
Data Analysis
The thick records and interview transcripts of each participant were analyzed to form conceptually similar chunks

of events and activities. Patterns of similar activities were
noted both in the process of performing observations, as
well as in post-hoc analysis by multiple researchers. These
chunks represented different observed themes regarding the
practices at the workplace of each participant, including: concept brainstorming, stand-up meetings, client discussions,
review/critique sessions, and so on. Once the themes were
identified, all chunks were first analyzed individually to understand the actors involved, the decision making processes
the actors engaged with, areas of tension in beliefs versus
actions and any in-context discussion or later reflection in
the interview.
Once the main activity-related themes were identified,
three main themes emerged through a bottom-up thematic
analysis [5] that helped us to describe the richness within
and across cases in relation to ethical awareness and decision making: 1) individual practices of the participant related/unrelated to their work environments; 2) organizational practices or policies which were evident throughout
the team; and 3) the individual and specific examples that
guided us to understand their ethical awareness and practices. While writing the case studies, we used an interpretive
approach [40] to describe ethical concerns on the participant’s own terms, using their own words wherever possible.
The depth of each case varied, based on the variety of work
practices observed, the articulation of participants, and variation in the number and type of indirect participants.
4

RESULTS

We present each participant’s observation synthesis as an individual case. For each participant, we provide a rich description of their background, their relation with their company,
organizational structure(s), and clients, and overall themes
of practice from an ethical standpoint. Our analysis, present
in each case and elaborated in the discussion, presented a
common mediator-driven position of the designer at the core
of the ethical complexities that take place between individual
practices, organizational practices and applied ethics.

Ethical Mediation in UX Practice
John: Designing Within “Numbers”
John works at an established agency as a remote consultant,
and is pursuing his PhD. He currently works remotely with
his agency team and primarily coordinates these activities
through online management and communication tools such
as e-mail, Slack, and internal-management platforms that
are specific to each client. He has worked for six years in
various fields such as graphic design, architecture, interaction design, and business strategy, and has an interdisciplinary background, with formal education in engineering
and architecture. He refers to himself as a trans-disciplinary
entrepreneur, researcher, and strategist.
Although John is working remotely, he has conversations
over chat applications and project-tracking platforms to keep
things up-to-date and fulfill the role of being a business
strategist and interaction designer. Clients at his agency
range from funded SaaS startups to multi-billion dollar foundations and Fortune 500 companies. The agency generally
works with technology-driven projects, ranging from websites to mobile applications to IoT implementation. He often
handles multiple projects at the same time, and as we had
the opportunity to observe him, he frequently worked alone
in a coworking space, joining in regular conversations with
his colleagues through online tools.
Externalizing ethical decision making. John’s perspective of
application of ethics and values is highly externalized and
distant from his own role, as became evident in his interview and day-to-day activities. He expressed that his agency
“hired consultants . . . that help us make sure that we’re doing things ethically,” allowing him to distance his personal
ethical responsibility. In many instances in our observations
with John, he also overlapped ethical and legal considerations, with seemingly more focus on saving the agency from
legal issues than engaging in human values on their own
merits. While we were able to see this overlap throughout
his design activities, in the follow-up interview, he provided
more detail on a specific set of design decisions: “That [feature is] violating HIPAA. Violating some legal framework, or
it just emotionally, so doesn’t sit well with me.” This bifurcation of ethics and legality also appeared when he identified
and activated specific feature lists given by the clients for
the designers to address. While checking the required feature list for a school management tool, John mentioned that
security and privacy of student information is “twenty-five
percent of what we do” to ensure that the situation is “legally
protected,” but that the main focus was on the contract with
the organization and the money that they were willing to
pay. This also came through in John’s relationship with usercentered design principles. He regularly discussed situations
with his colleagues where a client might profit by extracting
value from a user, deciding that if he concentrated only on
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developing a better experience for the user, that the client
was not necessarily going to benefit. John’s commitment was
to do his “client justice,” and ensure that they received the
value that they were paying for.
Overall, he is focused more on the legal issues around the
business of the product, mentioning that his role as a designer
is to serve his clients. This allegiance to client needs makes
him particularly sensitive to the kinds of projects that he took
on, with concern towards projects that take advantage of
minorities or economically disadvantaged groups, or issues
of racial injustice in relation to project outcomes. Thus, even
while there was often a tense, yet externalized relationship,
between value sensitivity and legality, John uses his business
strategist role to position his organization as an “advocacy
platform” to turn down projects that do not meet certain
ethical criteria.
Designing within the resources offered. John explains his organizational structure and relationships with clients in the
following way: “they are billed as duration in price. So you
get us for a certain amount of time at a certain price. We do
all we can within that price and once we use that up we’re
done.” This contractual approach to project work forces him
to design only within the resources that were allowed, and
to regularly trim ethical considerations as out of scope. He
mentions that the agency has historically had no problems
identifying clients that need support, but also notes the limits
of their relationship: “Our time is yours. But it’s limited.” He
recognizes the need for design processes to be iterative, but
forms a boundary with the available resources of time and
money. In this way, his organization constrains the design
situation such that their clients hire them to validate their
own preexisting ideas, and not to give their own judgment
and alternative solutions. This validation is done using “user
research,” which his team uses as an argumentation tool to
convince clients to push forward towards a specific solution.
Even when engaging in this research, John’s goals are primarily to understand objective issues or concerns, rather
than the emotional aspects of the end users. In this way,
John’s user research methodology can be characterized as
“user-led” rather than “user-centric.”
Treating business goals as a design boundary. One of the
projects we observed John working on was a chat messaging service. John, along with his team, was hired to support chat functionality on a larger website, where the chat
interface was used to identify and hire candidates. In the
process of working with this functionality, they discovered
that the company could track all the user’s activities after
logging in, including interception of content that is typed
even before the submit button is clicked. This potential for
a privacy breach was not disclosed by the company, and
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once he realized this was the case, John expressed discomfort and frustration about this situation, noting that it fell
into a “gray territory” in his mind. However, due to the contractual nature of his work and the defined boundaries that
this presented in his mind, John mentioned that they would
not contracted to help them support that part of the design
of the service, and thus would not involve themselves in
solving or further understanding this privacy issue. This example clearly illustrates the boundaries that John and his
organization formed in regard to their design activities and
potential ethical considerations.
James: Being Constantly “Aware” of Things Out There
James works for an agency that creates solutions to client
projects, primarily specializing in website applications. He
has worked in the field of UX design for about eleven years,
with more than three years at his current organization. Currently, he leads a design team of more than six UX designers
with a range of skillsets in user research, interaction design,
and graphic design. James has an educational background in
UX design with a Masters degree in HCI.
Although James is not directly involved in designing of
solutions due to his management role, he is well positioned
to bring design and business discussions together. He is well
aware of the design practices of young designers and takes it
as his responsibility to help them understand the impact of
their design solutions by having conversations with them in
their stand-up meetings. James treats his agency role as one
of partnership— they are partners in the products they create,
and this partnership is made possible by contributing to the
client’s vision and strategy. James expressed discomfort in
taking on projects from client who seek to dictate a certain
amount of design work in a certain amount of time, believing
instead that his agency is paid to add value on top of what
the client’s initial goal might be. Ultimately, James believes
that they are being hired for their professional judgment.
Regularly refreshing knowledge to inform practice. James uses
a number of ways to update his knowledge about ethical
practices and human values involved in the design process.
He believes that updating his store of knowledge outside the
design practice strengthens and helps him better evaluate
his ethical behavior. He reads books based in the science of
design—coming from biology, psychology, and other fields—
to more fully understand human behavior. He believes that
a major source of value awareness can stem from a deeper
understanding of science, including knowledge of how the
brain works, the near- and long-term impact of interactions,
and the long-term implications of activities. He mentioned
that he reads Medium blogs and scholarly articles to access
grounded information and identify potentially negative impacts or issues with products, allowing him to more fully
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identify the role of values in his judgments. This regular
refreshing of knowledge gives him contextual information
about the application of values from other products, and
helps him in performing a self-reflection of client projects/
discussions, engaging in the personal experience of using
digital products and understanding the potential impact of
app features on user behavior. This regular updating of his
knowledge store helps him form and articulate ethical judgments for critique or developing design concepts, and these
judgments frequently emerged in our observation sessions.
Building others’ ethical character. James corrects and critiques the design thinking of his team of “young designers”
as he reflects on his experience starting as a designer with a
lack of knowledge about “critical design principles.” He believes doing actual design requires teaches a designer about
the nature of their own judgments. This was mirrored in
multiple conversations and brainstorming sessions, where
he communicated to designers the agency practices of not using “fear based persuasion” and choosing not to be involved
in client projects that deal with “smoking campaigns” or
“political things.” He encourages his team to give importance
to user research, and provides tips to the researchers in the
team to build questionnaires that locate the aspirations of
users rather than just their needs. In this way, James values
not only the technical qualities of his designers, but also the
development of an ethical perspective that is personal, yet
in resonance with the agency’s goals.
As the design lead in his agency, he also expresses his
responsibility to develop practices at an organizational level
to improve applied ethics on his project teams. James’s team
focuses every Wednesday morning stand-up meeting on
the discussion of current trends about graphic design solutions, interactions, and experiences. This activity of collecting trends from blogs or forums is practiced to critique different designs, probing to understand how and why they were
implemented and what story the design has to tell about the
brand. The team calls this activity “landscaping” or “deconstructing approach to brands.” This critical approach is highly
individual, drawing on each designer’s unique perspective,
with the acknowledgment that ”analyzing [the trends] keeps
our judgments and taste high.” This critique and reflection
encourages each designer to keep up-to-date on visual and
interactive trends, allowing them to take inspiration from
these materials and develop their own aesthetic sense that is
“timeless, trendy, but not fashionable.” In James’ retelling, this
allows the agency to create artifacts that are “sustainable,”
allowing the designers to “develop an aesthetic as an agency
that’s recognizable,” while also providing “value to the clients”
by allowing them to avoid re-branding on a yearly basis.
Knowing the limits of taking advantage through your designs.
Across the three observations, we followed interactions with
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a specific client—a medium sized start up that develops a tool
for marketers to track and plan long- and short-term goals.
This tool allowed users to enter and track due dates, work
in progress, and upcoming milestones for a campaign. The
client was focused on raising the conversion rate, upselling
users from the freemium product to a paid subscription. In
one of the meetings, the CEO of the company stated his
goal as: “We want to push people to specific actions—we
know they will like and want to use while they are in the
demo—and then after they are familiar with and excited
about the potential of the functionality, we introduce that the
functionality is a premium.” The plan was to understand the
specific functionality to be made premium based on research
findings after a one month trial. The stakeholder’s initial
goal was to “[Try] to get more people into the project using
growth hacking techniques by intercepting their attention.”
To accomplish this business strategy, the stakeholder was
explicit in mentioning how they wanted to constrain the
users’ choice by showing the advantages of their tool and
making them pay later.
To achieve this goal, the team brainstormed numerous
ideas such as creating a “community,” communicating trustworthiness through template sharing, providing read-only
URLs, template “liking” to encourage “showing off,” and
downloading or printing projects to PDF. As the team brainstormed these concepts on a surface level, they identified
two kinds of users—observers and members—to understand
the potential pricing structures. James first described the
stakeholder’s goal of constraining user choice and brought
it to its logical end, stating: “Some functionality—make it a
pain! Like calendar? Syncing?.” He then described this business model as unsustainable and “dangerous” to the users,
questioning why a user would pay $40 just to be an observer.
Based on this discussion, he decided to have a “pricing meeting” with the clients, as he believed that a service should not
be priced so “aggressively.” This example provides insight
into how James was comfortable in “taking something away
from somebody” in terms of functionality, but not in a way
“that’s going to cost an arm and a leg to somebody.” This
balance of user and shareholder needs involved an ethical
judgment on the part of James and the agency, where the goal
may be to “increas[e] your net revenue,” but that it must be
done for the right reasons. James’ interactions demonstrates
the limits and reflection on their concern for the users, and
the necessity to discuss these situations with the stakeholder
to develop better design outcomes that would be sustainable.
Martha: Sticking to the “Grids”
Martha is an user experience designer in a enterprise B2B
company which works on network solutions. She has nine
years of experience in industry as front-end developer, interaction designer, and UX designer. She has worked primarily
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as a front-end designer and developer, and has a diverse range
of experience in all stages of the web development lifecycle.
Her educational background includes broad interdisciplinary
studies in computer science and media studies with a primary
emphasis on human-computer interaction, UX, user interface design, graphic design, and web design/development.
She has previous experience in agency work, where she was
involved in designing, wireframing, prototyping, and marketing. These experiences have helped her build both design and
programming competence. Martha works with a team of six
designers that each have different roles in producing design
outcomes. These roles include user researchers, designers
that address organizational vision, and marketing management. The organization provides project management tools
and security systems to their clients.
Applying consistent values. Martha’s work practices did not
reveal a substantial focus on ethics and values, but the followup interview provided additional detail regarding her ethical
awareness, and the impact of this awareness on her practice.
Given her range of work and formal educational experiences,
she relates to the design process primarily from practice as
opposed to theory. Her experiences have helped her to develop a sense of components of a design process and how
each component effects her design decisions, with a particular focus on user research and user testing. She relies on
the findings of these two phases to iterate and design for
performance, with the primary goal of making work flows
simpler. Because of the focus of her team’s work, organizational practices and goals constrain her values to usability,
with no felt ability to address potential social impacts of her
design work. The iterative, usability-focused process helps
her to feel control over her design process, in contrast with
her previous agency experience, where work practices were
less structured. She engages in improving her engagement
with usability issues by reading white papers or academic
papers, which she believes has a substantial influence on her
design decisions. Notably, Martha’s values can be related
primarily to organizational goals of simplicity and usability,
with little focus on values that are personally held.
Adopting repetitive work patterns to accomplish deliverables.
Organizational practices have a big influence on Martha’s
role in the design process. Martha’s team follows a repetitive
pattern of work practices to develop design outcomes, and
these practices are primarily driven by Product Lifecycle
Managers (PLMs) who prescribe a set of features which are
derived from cost benefit analysis. Thus, from the beginning,
the team is constrained to introduce features into the product
that result in successful, usable work flows, and a simpler
user interface. The PLM’s objective is to enhance the product
by adding more features, while the UX team’s objective is to
simplify user interface workflows.
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Martha’s team is involved in an iterative process of designing and testing before each design reaches development.
In each project, the team produces a set of deliverables, including workflow diagrams, personas, competitive analysis,
journey maps, and low-fidelity and high-fidelity mockups.
The team seeks to integrate findings from researchers who
test and identify qualitative insights to the designers that
create iterative improvements on existing designs. The resulting work pattern is indicative of a highly engineeringdriven community whose main goal to provide “secured”
network systems, with a focus on engaging with the value
of security to provide services that are simpler to use. The
resulting workflows are relatively linear, and the primary
measure of success is the user accomplishing the end goal
though the workflow. Without direct involvemtn in the requirements process, one of the organizational practices of
the UX team is to evangelize UX within engineering to loop
every stakeholder into the design process, involving them in
early whiteboarding sessions that ensure that the right requirements are designed into the product later in the project
lifecycle.
Designing for usability and consistency. We observed Martha’s
team engage in two kinds of application work, with similarly
constrained design situations. In the first project, the goal
was to create a design that would not overload the UI, while
allowing the user to configure their network. The goal of the
team was to directly apply interaction principles to make
the UI simpler to understand, allowing users to more easily
engage with the network service functionality. In this workflow, no values except for usability and efficiency were able
to be considered, given the constraints provided in the initial
requirements. In the second project, the team worked to align
engineering and design outcomes through the introduction
of a UI framework library. This move towards consistency
represented a new practice, conducted in weekly sprints, to
build a consistent UI library for all features among all of the
company’s products. The developers created a UI framework
library to accommodate all the features in their products
which are used by the designers to create their mockups,
while the designers suggested the required features to add
to the library to simplify and make their UI usable and understandable. These interactions were similarly constrained,
with outcomes that were not immediately clear as being
engaged with values.
5

DISCUSSION

Across these three cases, we have identified the multiple
situational qualities that the designers we observed had to
address when engaging in ethical practice. The diversity of
these experiences demonstrate the multiple roles that designers might take on in relation to ethical considerations, and
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the situational factors underscore the ways in which ethical
considerations might be suppressed or strengthened through
organizational, personal, or other codified commitments.
In this discussion, we wish to call attention to some of
these mediating factors in greater detail. First, we will document the knowledge and practices evident in the cases.
Second, we describe ethical mediators that appeared to impact the ability of designers to engage in ethically-focused
decision making. And finally, we will describe how these
mediators may lead to an increased understanding of the
design complexity inherent in professional work practices.

Practices and Knowledge
To distill the findings across these three cases, we have identified three primary sets of knowledge and practices that relate
to the designers’ work (Figure 1). The individual’s practices
(A) describe the personal experiences and commitments that
are unique to the designer, and the ways in which the awareness of one’s practices in a reflective and reflexive manner
might be brought to bear on a design situation. The organizational practices (B) describe the structure and purpose
of the organization where design activity is taking place,
and the ways in which these structures shape the substance
and outcomes of design processes. Finally, applied ethics (C)
describe the knowledge that is built through formal education or participation in professional societies, and the ways
in which this knowledge might indicate ethically-correct
behavior or responsibility.
In the three cases, we see a diverse range of perspectives
indicated through these sets of knowledge and practices.
In the first case, John had a personal interest in the social
impact of design and the needs of users (A) which was constrained by the contractual functioning of his job within
the agency (B); this relationship was further complicated
by values from user-centered design (C) that contradicted
or supported John’s personal practices. In the second case,
James had a clear sense of how his ethical commitments
mapped across the development of his own design character
(A) and the mission of the company he helped to manage (B);
these commitments were regularly refreshed and shaped by
academic studies in biology, neuroscience, and psychology
that provided external perspectives on ethics (C) that related
to his personal behaviors. In the third case, Martha’s personal
practices drew broadly from UX, programming and design
(A), yet these practices and experiences were constrained by
the B2B focus and the primary goal of improving security
within the organization (B); in this case, the goal of security
and usability provided a set of desirable indicators for success (C), but was primarily oriented towards organizational
rather than personal practices.
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Figure 1: The relationship of the designer to knowledge and work practices via ethical mediators.
Ethical Mediators
Based on the proposal of multiple practices and knowledge
that constrain or extend ethical awareness in design activity
from the last subsection, we also propose a set of directional
ethical mediators that characterize these relationships. While
not all of these mediators are present in the cases, this framework provides a means of analyzing potential and actual
relationships that inform and shape ethically-informed action.
The cases of James and John provide two perspectives on
the power of mediation. Whereas James was constrained
by organizational practices (B->A)—thereby suppressing his
own goals as a user-centered, social-justice-aware, designer—
John was directed by his inner sense of character and ethics,
which was then used to extend and inform the creation of an
organizational structure that resonated with his individual
practices (A->B). A similar contrast in cases is also clear from
a comparison of these two cases from individual practices
to applied ethics. James’ regular effort to learn from other
disciplines and infuse these lessons into his design practices
(C->A) strengthened and broadened his ethical foundations,
allowing him to articulate clear beliefs about issues such as
technology addiction. However, John seemed to promote a
disconnect or disjuncture between his ethical framing and
individual practices (A|C). He allowed his business strategist
role and designer role to work independently, using his work
practices to inscribe the distinction between these roles. This
resulted in situations where his practices were out of sync
with user-centered design principles, even though they resonated strongly with his business strategy goals. Ultimately,

this fragmentation was shaped and perpetuated through the
organizational practices of his agency.
Martha’s case shows yet another perspective of ethical
mediation, where organizational practices almost completely
subsumed any individual practices or alternate systems of
applied ethics. While Martha clearly had experience from
multiple sources that had the potential to alter her individual
practices (C->A), the limitations of her individual practices as
mediated by the organizational practices allowed her to only
strengthen the performance of values relating to security,
usability, and simplicity (A->C).
Describing Ethical Design Complexity
In these cases, we have described a high level of ethical
complexity, mediated by personal and organizational factors, as well as knowledge sources that describe systems or
philosophies of ethics or values. In building on Stolterman’s
[46] notion of design complexity, we seek to describe the
an ethical design complexity that designers engage in when
activating their personal and organizational values in their
design work. By ethical design complexity, we refer to the
complex and choreographed arrangements of ethical considerations that are continuously mediated by the designer
through the lens of their organization, individual practices,
and ethical frameworks.
6

IMPLICATIONS AND FUTURE WORK

While existing frameworks such as VSD provide an area of
entrance into the consideration of ethics, we contend that
embedding more ethically-aware practices in UX design requires attending to the complex mediating relationships that
shape ethical engagement. Rather than proposing a monolithic method for designers to engage with ethics and values
across the design lifecycle, we use this practice-led framing
to explore the situational and ethical design complexity of
these practices, including the ways in which ethical awareness might be short-circuited or extended through individual
and organizational practices.
Future work should engage more fully in developing an
ecological model of ethical engagement, including a flow of
competence between organizational and personal practices
that might result in lasting and sustainable change. Similar to the flow of methodological and design competence
that Gray et al. [23] modeled in relation to UX practice, we
contend that attending not only to the ethical practices but
also the personal and organizational factors that cause these
practices to have resonance is vital. Future studies should
engage at both the individual and organizational level to
model and describe these mediating relationships, and how
these relationships might productively shift over time.
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CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have described three diverse cases of UX
practice that expand our knowledge of situated ethical decision making. Based on the experiences of these practitioners,
and the felt ethical complexity of their individual and organizational practices, we have proposed a set of ethical mediators that constrain, shape, or expand the possibilities for
ethically-centered practice. These mediating relationships
provide a foundation for future work on better supporting
ethics in the workplace, and providing methods that engage
with the felt ethical complexity of UX designers’ practice.
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